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About Item

1. A- Frame Ukulele Stand: The Ukulele stand features a sturdy double A-shaped triangle
structure. The stand is carefully designed to match the body and weight of the Ukulele, and it
ensures greater stability.

2. Sturdy and Durable: Crafted using high-quality materials, the Uke stand boasts thickened
stainless steel tube body with a diameter of approximately 0.71 inches. Its metal screw
connection enhances durability and prevents cracking. Additionally, the stand is equipped
with a sponge pad wrapped around its feet, effectively preventing slippage on various floor
surfaces.

3. Soft Surface in Touch:With utmost care for your Ukulele's well-being, both arms of the stand
are covered with soft and flexible foam padding. This thoughtful design choice not only
protects your instrument from accidental damage and scratches but also ensures safety
during display on storage.

4. Easy to Use: No need for complex installations or assembly procedures. This ukelele stand is
conveniently ready to use as soon as you unfold it. When not in use, it can be easily folded
down to a compact size of 10.2*9.4*1.6 inches, allowing for efficient space-saving and
convenient portability.

5. Versatile Stand: The stand is not limited to ukuleles alone; this stand offers versatility for a
range of instruments. The stand's width can be adjusted slightly to accommodate various
instruments such as Soprano, Concert, Tenor, and Baritone Ukuleles, as well as violins and
Mandolins.

Product Description



The 5 Core ukulele stand is a reliable and versatile solution for displaying and storing
your precious instruments. Its sturdy double A-shaped triangle structure, made of
thickened stainless-steel tubes, ensures exceptional stability and durability. The Metal
screw connections reinforce its strength, eliminating any worries of cracking.

With soft and flexible foam padding on both arms, your Ukulele remains safe from
accidental damage and scratches. This stand requires no complicated installation and
can be effortlessly folded for easy transportation. Its adjustable width allows it to
accommodate a variety of instruments, including Soprano, Concert, Tenor, and Baritone
Ukuleles, as well as Violins and Mandolins.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

A- Frame Uke Stand Build to last Scratch Prevention Foldable & Portable

Designed for Ukulele,
this stand features a
stable "A" shape
structure that
ensures secure
storage and display
for your instrument.

Crafted from
stainless steel
tubes, the Ukulele
stand ensures
sturdiness &
durability with
diameters of 0.31
inches & 0.71
inches.

Both arms of the
stand are equipped
with thickened sponge
pads to protect your
instrument from
scratches. It keeps
your instruments safe.

When not in use, the
Ukulele holder can be
effortlessly folded,
occupying minimal
space. This compact
design makes it easy
to carry & store.

Ukulele Stand Specification:

● Color- Black
● Width: 8.46inches
● Length: 9.06 inches
● Height: 9.06 inches
● Item Weight- 1.5 pounds
● Material: Metal and Sponge
● Product Dimensions- 10.2 x 7.7 x 10.2 inches



Package information:

● 1x Ukulele stand

Usages

Provides a secure and stable storage solution for Ukuleles.

Used by artists who travel frequently for their performances.

The uku stand protects the instrument from accidental damage.

Use the Ukulele stand to make your instruments easily accessible.

Well suited for displaying Ukuleles in music stores, studios, or homes.

Benefits of products

Protect your Ukulele from accidental falls or damage.

Allows for organized storage of your Ukulele when not in use.

Enhance the aesthetic appeal of your instrument when displayed.

Offers peace of mind knowing your Ukulele is safely held in place.

Maintain the proper positioning of the Ukulele for easy access and playing.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products



Durable metal construction.

Foldable with snap lock back.

Anti-slip padding on the base.

Fits all ukulele sizes comfortably.

Foam padding for maximum protection.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Sturdy & Durable Yes No



Adjustable & Versatile Yes No

Universal Ukulele Stand Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Can the stand be folded?

Answer: Absolutely! The stand is designed to be foldable, making it convenient to store
and carry. Its compact size ensures it takes up minimal space.

Question: Is the A-Frame Ukulele stand suitable for all sizes of Ukuleles?

Answer: Yes, the stand's adjustable width allows it to accommodate various sizes of
Ukuleles, from Sorpano to Baritone.

Question:Will the stand protect my Ukulele from scratches?

Answer: Yes, both arms of the stand are covered with thickened sponge pads that
provide a soft surface in contact with the Ukulele. This helps prevent accidental
damage and scratches.

Question: Is the Uku stand suitable for professional use?

Answer: Absolutely! The stand is designed to meet the needs of musicians of all levels,
from beginners to professionals. Its sturdy and durable construction ensures reliability
even during performances or gigs.



Question: Can I use the Ukulele stand for other instruments?

Answer:While the stand is specially designed for Ukuleles, its versatile construction
allows it to be used for other instruments, such as violins and mandolins. The
adjustable width provides some flexibility for accommodating different instruments.


